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14. Under the Proposal Two methodology, city carrier supervisor costs are estimated 
to be 9.1 percent higher.22 

a. Please explain and show how each of the cluster methodology estimates 
in this workbook were derived. 

b. Please provide the CVs for the city carrier supervisor cost estimates under 
Proposal Two. 

c. Under the current methodology, CAG-group B offices have the highest 
total number of city carrier supervisor readings and total costs followed in 

descending order by CAG-groups A, C, E, D, F, G, and H offices.  
However, under the Proposal Two methodology, there do not appear to be 
any morning city carrier supervisor readings conducted in CAG-group B 
offices and CAG-group D offices appear to have the highest number of 

readings and costs.  Please explain the reason(s) for these differences 
under the Proposal Two methodology. 

d. Under the current methodology, most of the city carrier supervisors are 
designated as a Supervisor in the “payroll data.”23  Under the Proposal 
Two methodology, most have a roster designation of “City Carrier.”  
Please explain the reason(s) why the “payroll data” under the current 

methodology would differ from the “roster designation” under the Proposal 
Two methodology. 

 
RESPONSE:     

 
a.  The following steps summarize the development of the distribution key for 

supervisor costs under Proposal Two: 

 1) use TACS to obtain control total costs for carriers acting as supervisors 

(carrier-supervisors); 
 

2) from IOCS-Cluster tallies, develop the distribution key for the TACS-based 
costs for carrier-supervisors; 

                                              
22 See Library Reference USPS-RM2018-5/1, May 25, 2018, ZIP file “USPS-RM2018-5_1_Public 

Material_Proposal Two_Revised 6-8-2018.zip,” ZIP file “Prop.2.IOCS.Clstr.Public.Rev.6.8.18.zip,” folders 
“Public,”Workbooks,” Excel file “SupervisorCostImpact.xls.” 

23 See Docket No. ACR2017, Library Reference USPS-FY17-37, Excel file 
“IOCSDataDictionaryFY17.xls.” 
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3) from non-cluster IOCS supervisor tallies, remove those that were from 
employees who were carriers, and adjust the costs of the remaining tallies so that the 

final combined costs will equal the supervisor control total; 
 
4) combine IOCS-Cluster and non-cluster data together, which will add up to the 

supervisor control total; 

 
5) for the Proposal Two filing, because IOCS-Cluster data are only available for 

two quarters, final costs are scaled up to the total supervisor costs for all of FY17 to 
enable the comparison with current methodology. 

 
To elaborate on this summary, in the first step, TACS is used to develop total 

costs for carrier-supervisors by multiplying total supervisor costs by the proportion of 

supervisor workhours from carrier-supervisors. TACS is also used to develop separate 

control costs for morning and afternoon on weekdays, and separately for Sundays and 

holidays. These are inputs to the process that estimates costs for each tally, the second 

step, in program CL101QP.  Within the morning and afternoon time blocks, all tallies for 

carrier-supervisor readings are weighted equally so that cost weight per tally is the 

same.  

The third step is to remove the carrier-supervisor tallies from the non-cluster 

IOCS tallies. Because the non-cluster tallies are a sample, their dollar-weighted tallies 

do not precisely match the TACS-based costs for carrier-supervisors. In order for the 

sum of TACS-based carrier-supervisor costs and non-cluster non-carrier-supervisor 

costs to add up to the correct control total, an adjustment must be made to the latter. In 

Proposal Two as originally filed, the costs for all non-cluster non-carrier-supervisor 

tallies were proportionally adjusted to accomplish the correct final total.  However, in 

ChIR No. 3, question 10 (filed July 16, 2018), the Commission noted that the Postal 
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Service appeared to have combined costs and workhours for supervisors in facilities 

where carrier workhours and costs are not logged. The Postal Service agrees that it 

would be an improvement if the adjustment to non-cluster supervisor tallies only applied 

to function 4 customer service offices that provide delivery services, not to function 1 

mail processing finance numbers that do not. This revised adjustment process is 

illustrated in the electronically attached workbook, Prop2.ChIR4.Q14.a_calcSupvCost. 

xlsx, sheet SupervisorCostAdjustments:  current methodology costs, separated by base 

craft, are in columns B through D, and the non-carrier costs are adjusted in column E to 

reflect TACS-based control totals. While costs in function 4 offices are adjusted, those 

in function 1 (row 7) are not. The carrier-supervisor costs from IOCS-Cluster replace 

those from the current methodology to obtain the final costs for function 4 by activity 

code (columns F, G).  Function 1 costs by activity code are added to obtain final 

supervisor costs (columns H, I).  Sheet CS2_SupervisorCostSummary displays 

summary reports based on the cost-adjusted supervisor tallies that are the inputs to the 

“B” workpapers for FY17, with results displayed in sheet SupervisorCostImpact. The 

results differ slightly from those originally provided in USPS-RM2018-5/1 due to the 

improvement described above that leaves costs for supervisors in mail processing 

offices unchanged.  

b.  The CVs for carriers acting as supervisors are provided in the electronically 

attached Excel file Prop2.ChIR4.Q14.b_CVSupv. The CVs for the carriers acting as 

supervisors have also been combined with the CVs for the non-carrier-based supervisor 
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costs, using the reasonable assumption that estimates for these two groups of 

employees are independent of each other. 

c.  The differences in the number of supervisor readings by CAG are partly due to 

sampling variation.  In any specific CAG, there are relatively few morning tests where a 

carrier acting as a supervisor was selected for sampling.  For example, there were only 

three morning tests in each of CAGs C, D and E where there was at least one non-stop 

supervisor reading.  In addition, the transfer of tallies from CAG A to B in the current 

methodology that reflects historical sampling of CAG A and B finance numbers, 

discussed in the response to question 2 of this Information Request filed on September 

5, 2018, contributes to the apparent discrepancy.  

d.  In the current methodology, most supervisor readings are obtained from 

employees who are supervisors in the payroll file.  Only a relatively small fraction are 

from carriers who have carrier roster designations in the payroll file (field F5), but who 

are acting as a supervisor at the time of the reading and are recorded with a final roster 

designation (field F257) of supervisor.  IOCS-Cluster only conducts readings on 

employees who have carrier roster designations originally. Therefore, for all of the 

supervisor readings conducted in IOCS-Cluster, the craft as sampled differs from the 

original craft, and they replace the supervisor readings from non-cluster IOCS on 

employees that were originally carriers. The intent in Proposal Two is only to replace the 

subset of supervisor readings conducted on employees who are originally carriers.   

Rather than record a modified roster designation as they do in current IOCS, 

data collectors only record the employee’s craft at the time of the reading, i.e., carrier, 
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supervisor or clerk/mailhandler; see field CraftCode.  This is used together with the 

employee’s original roster designation to determine the final craft group (field 

Craft_Grp), that additionally indicates full-time or part-time/transitional, and is used in 

the cost estimation process.  

  

 


